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Robots coming to the fair
provided leadership and incentive to
RICHMOND
these young people as they struggle to
complete what seems impossible. Buildan illiterate in the field of robot- ing a mobile robot, operated by remote
ics, the RRHS Robotics Club's room control that will scurry around the field
is filled with seemingly meaning- of competition and perform the reless accumulation of wheels, wires, quired tests of strength and accuracy relengths of steel, gears, small drive quires plenty of encouragement and
By ClaudiaVillemaire

chains, nuts and bolts, soldering tools,

insulation and panels - it's a jumble. This
confusing assembly gives these students
and members of the school's robotics

club a chance, their imagination and talent gives reason and logic to this perplexing mixture. With several members
on hand to answer questions together
with a liaison person from the Commu-

mentors who come from local manufac- also be featuring workshops and guest

learn not only the electronics of the pro- K. Here nursing mothers will find and stories together.
jects,but the physicalaspectofbuilding accommodation for them at feeding
a robot using steel, wheels and gears
Havefun at the Fair!
and drive chains. Without the support

ing that ball into various places, some
high, some very high, some quite low.'

SaCcm 4 Pirttcs
SarahOakley

Organizer ofthe DogRaces

completed in time for the Montreal
Competition this spring, was rewarded

special bounceless ball under it. At the The robots we saw there were from
course to follow which involved throw-

The Parent-Child mother Goose pro-

gram is a group experiencefor parents,

turing enterprises or have retired from speakers, all expert in the careand nur- their babies and young children, introthis type of industry. These kids had to turing of infants from newborns to Pre- ducing the pleasure of rhymes, songs

petition in Montreal, " said Lacroix. 'You with a winning spot about halfway up
see all the wheels to ensure its mobility the line of more than forty competitors.
and agility and see this screen with this "Wewere quite happywith that placing.
competition, we had a diagrammed

Thisis a welcomingcornerofthe fair
be spending the weekend at the fair
making this new event something fair where visitors can appreciate the talent
these young people are developing and
organizers are encouraging.
In addition, in the Kiddie Corner, lo- get acquainted with a newgeneration of
catedjust inside the main door of the fair goers.

support. "We have so many wonderful arena. The Mother Goose Program will

financially as well as the expertise that
nitylearningCenterbasedatthe school, encourages the students this wouldn't
Siu-MinJim, Darrin Lacroix St Pierre and be possible.
As a matter of fact, the 2015-16 robot,
Zachary Goorts took turns fielding
queries.
"This is the robot we took to the com-

and we're looking forward to the next time and will also have the opportunity
to get the latest informationon this allcompetition with a new presentation.'
The students with their display will important time with their newborn.

much larger schools across Canada and
were amazing but we were quite proud
of our robot, " said Isac.

So, for the first time ever, the 'First'
Enthusiasmfrom these students is al- club will be at the fair this weekend,
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most tangible. "Each of these sets of with their display booth, their star robot
wheels has its own motor, see there, that

on hand and ready to answer questions

round cylinder, you can count eight of and demonstrate the robot's ability.
them. Now under this panel are the
wiring, and the brains of the robot."
Nearby is Amelia Goortz, explaining
how working together at these projects
, has really opened their eyes to quite a
new world. "We have not only learned
aboutthe intricaciesofbuildingrobots,
but we've also learned to worktogether

"We're really excited to be able to show
off a bit at the fair," said Lacrouc.

"I'm hoping visitors will stop by and
askquestions, ' said Siu-MinJim. "We are

allveryproudofourRoboticsClub'First'
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and stirred more interest in learning in
the classroom."

Buildingrobots requires a widievari-

ety of skills. Certainly an avid interest
in electronics is a major requirement,

but learning about wiring, building

sturdy framework that accommodates
the type of robot we have decided on,
and fitting it all together in a very small
space means lots of teamwork, exchanging ideas and finding solutions
together."
Siu-MinJim, one of the agents at the
Community Learning Center working
with Gwenth Grant at the school has
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